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OI{ FUCHSIAN GROUPS OF ACCESSIBLE TYPE

CH. POMMERENKE

1. fntroiluction

1.1. Let T be a Fuchsian group acting on the open unit disk D. The group i- is
called of accessible type if there exists a measurable set Bc|D of positive Lebesgue
measure that contains no two l--equivalent points, and l- is called of fully accessible

type if moreover

(1.1) 0D = rB: !-y(B)

where ,:= denotes equality up to a set of zero measure. Every group of accessible

type is of convergence type and therefore has a Green's function.
We define

(t.2) u(0: Zly'G)l for (QD.

It was shown in [10] and [11] that the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) l- is of fully accessible type;
(ii) for almost all (€0D, every horocycle at ( contains only finitely many points

y(0) with y(l-;
(iii) z(()=- for almost all (QD;
(iv) the Green's measure of .l- is absolutely continuous with density rz.

The Green's measure of ,l' is the reformulation [10] for the groups I of the Green's
measure (Brelot and Choquet [1]) of the Riemann strface Df f .

D. Sullivan [16, Theorem III] has shown that (i) is also equivalent to the condi-
tion

(v) for almost all (€0D, some horocycle at ( contains no y(0)(y€l-).
He considers the ergodic properties of the action of I on 0D and actually

generalizes (i)<+(ii)e(iii) to Kleinian groups of any dimension. In the present
case we have

(dissipative part of 0O1 = Url@D nlF)

where F denotes a Ford fundamental domain of i-. Thus "not accessible" means that
åD is conservative while "fully accessible" means that 0D is dissipative with respect

to the action of f on 0D.
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S. J. Patterson has proved [7, Theorem 3] that I is of fully accessible type if
the exponent of convergence satisfies ö(f)-<112, that is if Jr61i7'(0)ln=- fot
some a<1f2. On the other hand, he has constructed [8] an example of a group with
ä(f)<1 which is not even of accessible type.

1.2. As a motivation we briefly consider the analogue of the Martin boundary
for the group I. The Martin boundary is discussed in the book of Constantinescu
and Cornea [2] for hyperbolic Riemann surfaces.

Let I be of fully accessible type. It follows from (1.2) and (iii) that, for almost
all C1DO, the 'oPoisson kernel"

(1.3)

is a positive harmonic function of z€D with p(0, $:1 and p(y(z),():p(z,Q
for y€I. It is minimal among functions with these properties. If a is a bounded
harmonic function in D with a oy-u for y(,t- then, by the Poisson integral formula
and by (1.1) and (1.3),

p(z,c):#,äffi:,äffiw

" 
.LTC

ä

(4.1)

is the harmonic measure of A with
I want to thank the referee for his

rem 1 and its proof is due to him.

()u(Ou(Oid(|,

0lu(Olld(l @€D)

respect to D.
helpful comments. The present form of Theo-

L

2n I p@,
B

and conversely the last integral always represents a.l'-invariant bounded harmonic
function. It follows 12, p. l38l that almost all points of the Martin boundary of Dlf
can be represented by points of B; the canonical measure becomes u@ldcl. In par-
ticular, if A is a -l'-invariant measurable set on 0D then, by (1.4),

(1.5) a(2, A,D): :2n I pk,
BNA

2. Characterizations in the disk

2.1, Let f be a Fuchsian group with identity t

damental domain is

(2.1) F-{z€D:l?"'(r)l=l for

Let mes denote the Lebesgue measure on 0 D.

and limit set I, (l-). The Ford fun-

y(f , y # t\.
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The group f is [10] of accessible type if and only if mes (0F'a0D)=0, and it is
of fully accessible type if and only if
(2.2) AD z r(\Fn\D): Urt(lFnlD):

this is a disjoint union except for countably many points. Since always

Q3) 0D : L(r)v r(lFnlD)
we see that all groups with mes I(D:O are of fully accessible type. This holds in
particular for finitely generated groups of the second kind.

Theorem l. Let there exist measurable sets Anc\D with

Q.4) tmes Ao * /n as n +@,

(2.5) y(A")nA,:$ for y€fv,

for n:1,2,... where either

(a) f n is a finite set, or
(b) ln is a subgroup of f of fully accessible type, or
(c) f is infinitely gmerated and f n is a finitely generated subgroup.

Then f is of fully accessible type.

Proof. We prove first that there exist sets Cnc.An (n:1,2, ...) such that

Q.6) lA,:fgn, y(C)aCn:g for ye\{r}.
In case (a) the set A,n{y(O: yel} is finite for each ((A, and therefore has a
point with smallest argument (10,2n1. These points together form a measurable
set C, satisfying (2.6).

Let now (b) hold. Then f ,A, satisfies (2.4) and also (2.5) because.l-, is a -eroup.
Hence we may assume that An is ,l',-invariant. Since i-, is of fully accessible type
there exist measurable sets B,cåD containing no two ,l-,-equivalent points such

that \D:.fnB,. Hence

lAn - f(Aonf ,8,) -- f (l,A,of ,B): l(A,,aB,),

and this proves (2.6) with C,:A,aBn because of (2.5).

Let finally (c) be satisfied. Since l- is not finitely generated f-has infinite non-
euclidean area13, p. 210]. Hence the Ford fundamental domain of .l-, has also infinite
area. Therefore .l', is of the second kind and thus of fully accessible type so that case

(b) applies. This proves (2.6) for all three cases.

we define now 
r,: cx Jrc*k:L
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and B:UnE,. It follows from (2.6) that y(B)aB:O for 7€1"\{r}. Furthermore,
by (2.6),

i-,a,:,fl\"J ruo, thus rn>(1 r,1.,,
k:L n:L

and we conclude from (2.4) that \D:fB.
We consider the symmetric Stolz angle of opening 2a at (€0D, namely

(2.7) /,((, ö) : {z(D: larg(l-(z)l -. a, lz-(l -. ö) (0 < ä < 1).

Corollary 1. Let GncD be open sets and let

(2.8) A": {(Q\D: Å*(C, ä)cG, for some a: an(O = 0, ä : ä,(0 = 0}.

If mesAn-2n as n+* and. ,f,.for n:1,2,...,

(2.9) y(G,) n G,: 0 .for ?€^l-,
u,here f n satisfies one of the conditions (a)-(c) of Theorem l. Then f is offully acces-

sible type.

Proof. lf y(A,)nA,#0 it follows from (2.8) by a simple geometric argument
that y(G,)nco*O. Hence (2.9) implies (2.5), and -l' is of fully accessible type by
Theorem 1.

2.2. We give now a charucterization in terms of the Ford fundamental domain F.
Let / denote the length.

Theorem 2. The group f is of fully accessible type if and only if there are do-
mains Gnc D bounded by rectffiable Jordnn curaes such that

(2.10) G, * D, l(D nAG") * Q as n +6

and, for some finite set f ncl,
(2.11) ?(F) n G,: 0 .for 7€IV-,.

We can express this also by saying that, for each e>0, there exist disks Du

such that
(2.12) U y(F)cUDo,ZdiamDl,=e;

y€\r" k k

note that, for general Fuchsian groups, this relation only holds with (diam D1)a

instead of diamDo.

Proof. (a) Let I:{},, v:1,2,...} b. of fully accessible type and let

(2.I3) U, : Ö y,(F) u (intermediate sides) (n : 1,2, ...).
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Since the curve åF is rectifiable it has a tangent almost everywhere. Hence, by (2.2),
there are sets Anc|D (n:1,2,...) with

(2.14) mesln: jro., (hy"(F)nLD) -2o (n --)
such that l((,ö,($)ciln for every (qA, and some ä"(()>0 where Ä=lntt
as in (2.7). Since

A,,: ö {K.1,: Å((,L1k')cH,,} (,, : t,z, ...)
K:L

we can find k, such that

(2.15) B,={(qAn: Å((,llk,)cH,,),mes 8,, - 2n (n **i.
Let Dn:{lzl<I-1l(5k)}. Then

(2.16) Gu: D,u 
,?u.r((,11k,,)

is a starlike domain with B,c\G, and, under the projection mapping

z€\G,,* a€A»,
l:l

lengths are decreased at most by a factor lf tf1. I{ence

l(D a0G) = 1/T 1Zn -mes B,) * 0 (n * -)
because of (2.15). Since -l- is discontinuous there exist Ä{,=n such that DncH*..
Then it follows from (2.i5) andQ.l6) thatG,cH1u,,. Hence we conclude from (2.13)

that
y,(F) n G,cy,(F) 61H*^:0 for v = y'(,.

Thus (2.9) holds with fn:{Tn: y:1,...,ÅL}.
(b) Conversely let there exist domains G, with (2.10) and (2.11). Since the recti-

fiable curve åG, has a tangent almost everywhere and since l(0Do0G")*2tt (rz* *1
by (2.10), the sets l, defined by (2.8) satisfy mesAo*)n as n+@. If ff:
{aofi-l: d, P€f *\ then y(G,)nGn:0 for ?€i-\..fI. Since f is finite it there'fore
follorvs from Corollary I that l- is of fully accessible type.

3. Characterization as a Riemann surface

Let - denote conformal equivalence. The Riemann surface R-Dlf is said
to be of finite topological type if it has finite genus and finite connectivity. This holds
if and only if the Fuchsian groupl- is finitely generated; see for instance [3, p.200].
If R is of finite topological type and not a punctured compact surface then i- is also
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of the second kind and thus of fully accessible type; see Section 2. We will then denote
by a(p, .E,.R) the harmonic measure of the boundary set -i? at the point p(.R.

Theorem 3. Let R-Dll be a Riemann surface of infnite topological type
ancl let p(R. Then f is of fully accessible type if and only if there exist surfaces R,
of finite ,topological 

type x,ith p(R,cR such that

(3.1) a(p,3R^4R,,Å,)*1 as n**.
Since rR, is a compact bordered surface (possibly with finitely many punctures)

the set 0Rn0R, lies on this border and we do not have to consider idealboundaries.

Proof. (a) Let there first exist subsurfaces Å, of finite topological type such
that (3.1) holds. We may assume that A\1R, has no relativelycompact components
because "filling in the holes" increases the harmonic measure. We may furthermore
assume that R:Dll- and n(O):p where rc denotes the projection map of D onto
Dlr.

Let G, be the component of z-l("rR,)cD that contains 0 and let f,:{y€f :

y(G,):G,). Then G,n7(G,):0 for y€l-\,1-,. Furthermore Gnis simply connected
in D because Ä\R, does not possess a relatively compact component. Let f"
map D conformally onto Gn such that Å(0):0. Then

fi : {f;'oy ofn: y(f ,,\
is a Fuchsian group in D with Rn=Gnfl,,-D/^l-f. Since.R, is of finite topological
type the group ff is finitely generated hence also .f,. Since .l' is infinitely generated
l-, is of the second kind.

'fhe projection map of D onto R,-Dlff is nofn. If we defin€ C,:
J),' ,rn-"t (åRnål?,) then

a(naf,(z), ä-Rn0rR,, R,): a(2, C,,,D) (z(D).

Since /,(0):0 and r(O):p it fbllows l'rom (3.1) that

mes C, : 2tt o(A, C,, D) - 2rc as n +@.

The set "f,(C-) lies on åD. Hencewe conclude from a genelalisation of Löwner's
lemma [4, Lemma l], [6, p. 571 that mesf(C,)>rnesC,t)v as n+6. By the
McMillan twist point theorem [5], [9, p. 326] the function f,has a finite angular deri-
vativeatalmostallpoints of C,.Itfollorvs[9,p.303] that(2.10)holdsforsomeset
A,with mes,4,:n1ssf(C"). Hence mesA,-)v as r?--, &od f is therefore of
fully accessible type by the corollary.

We need the following known lemma to prove the converse.

Lemma. I-et G, be ,Iordun domains with 0€G,, artcl let f,, ruup D confurmally
onto Go such thatf"(0):O. If
ri ?\ /(åG,,) -n 27T, i"f,J($)l * 1 {ts it ->oo
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then, -for all n?eesurable sets CnCöD,

(3.3) lt"fT.)) - mes C,, * 0 tÅs tl --> oo.

ProaJ'. Let 6,,:{m; note that la*l-- L by (3.2}. We write

1ffi : a,,* g,,lz) {-z€D), g,(o) : Q.{3.4)

as ru-+ e. Furthermore, by {3.4),

tt{G,,)) - it,ui" mes C,, - "f t, 
Re [ä,,s,(s)i * lg, {r}i')ltt rt.

/-
'11

Then it follows from Parseval's formula and from (3.2) that

(3.s) * t k,G)l,ldzt : * t' f;(:)lldzl-to,l, : t(0G,)l2n-io,l, * 0
"" 0D '" aD

Hence (3.3) follows from (3.5) by the Schwarz inequality.

Proof of Theorem 3. (b) Let now l- be of fully accessible type. Let G, be the Jor-
dan domains defined by (2.8) in the proof of Theorem l. Since (G,) is an exhaustion
of D and since l(Dn\G,)*O äs /?+@: we see that (3.2) holds. We can write
0Dn0G,:f,(C,) with C,c|D. Since l(f"(C,)):l(0G,)-l(Da}G)*2n as

r*- by (2.3), it follows from the lemma that

(3.6) a(0,LDaIGn, G) : ot(O, C,, O) : 3f-fS" * 1(n *-).

Let H,be the open set defined by (2.5). Since G,cäI=H*^ it follows from the
principle of domain extension 16, p. 691and from (3.6) that

(3.7) a(0, öDn7Hf , HI) = a(a,0Dn\G,, H;) = ar(0, 0Dn\G,,. G,) * 1

as n+*. We deline rRn:7(Hl), the projection of äf into Ä. Since
a(p,0Ra0R,, R,):ro(0,0DaArli,H[) the assertion (3.1) follorvs from (3.7).

We see from (2.5) that

IV

ffJ :,!, y, (F)u(intermediate sides).

Since z (F) is simply connected we conclude that 4,, : z 1äf ) is of Iln ite topological
type.
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4. Some examples

In the following examples we assume that f is a Fuchsian group without elliptic

elements and that Dlf is conformally equivalent to a domain RcÖ:Cu{-}.
Let / denote a universal covering map of D onto R.

Example I (compare [10]). Let

R : D\4 cap,E : 0.

In his example mentioned before, Patterson [8, p.289] chooses g:p"(O): i€A,
).#t) where Ais a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the first kind. Let

(4.1) 7 - {eie: /o("", ä)cR for some d = 0, ä = 0};

see (2.1). We shall show that

(4.2) f of fully accessible type <+ mes T - 2n.

This motivates the term "fully accessible".

The Green's function of Å with respect to 0 is log 1/ll'; because cap,E:0.
Hence the singular Green's lines [1], [15] are the radial segments (Qr'u,r'u) where

eeig<E. The starlike domain R* obtained by deleting these segments from R is the

Green's star domain. It is easy to see from (4.1) that

7\{e'0: qeiq€E): {eiq: /,(rtt, ä*)cR* for some a = 0, ä* = 0}.

Since cap E:0 it follows that the set 7* of points eio where R* is tangential to 0D
satisfies mes I*:mes 7. Hence (4.2) holds by [11, Corollary]; the set denoted by

s(G) in [11, p. 163] is our R*.

Example 2. Let R be a domain in Ö with

t4.3)

oo

k:L

where ./o are disjoint open Jordan arcs with -[nåR\"ro:0. Since the function /
omits an arc it is of bounded characteristic. Hence the angular limit/(() exists for al-

most all KaO. If fG)elo for some kthen/is continuous at (, by Carathdodory's

theorem on conformal mappings, and it follows that ( does not belong to the limit
set I(l-). Since capEo:0 the Privalov uniqueness theorem [14, p. 210] shows that

mes {((åD: /(0€Eo} : 0.

Since /(0€åR we conclude from (4.3) that mes I(1-):Q. Hence l- is ol(ully acces-

sible type.
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Example 3. Let .E:C\R lie on the rectifiable Jordan arc C andlet /denote
the arc length measure on C. We shall show that

(4.4) I (E) > 0 =+ f of accessible type.

The curve C has a tangent for almost all qQE. Since C\CcG we conclude
that there is an open triangle of vertex athat lies in G. If /(,8)=0 it follows [13,
Lemma 1] that/has a finite angular derivative on a set on 0D of positive measure.
I{ence l- is of accessible type by [12, Remark on p. 293].

Example 4. We prove now the converse of (4.4) for the special case that
E:C\RcÅ. Let cap ä>0 so that f is of convergence type 16, p. 2l3l.We claim
that
(4.5) /(E) > 0 +r ,f of accessible type.

Let /(0): -. Since /(F) is a simply connected subdomain of R that is symmetric
with respect to ft we see that /(.F):iv where 1is the smallest closed interval
containing ,E'.

Let B:\FIåD. Then f(B)cE:lR. Since Fis bounded by a rectifiable Jor-
dan curve and since f maps F conformally onto i\r, i follows from /(E):0
by the Riesz theorem [9, p. 3201thar mes B:0. Hence l- is not of accessible type.
This makes the term "accessible" appear somewhat incongruous.
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